HRM OBA SAHEED ELEGUSHI
A KING’S TAKE ON COVID 19
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As we all know, this is a time for sober reflections. Life, as we once knew it can never be the same again even after this corona virus pandemic is over. 2020 was meant to be a year of new beginnings. We looked forward to it with more jubilation as we thanked God for His blessings for witnessing it. Little did we know what the future had in store for us. Little did we know that God will choose this year to silence us and force us to acknowledge His presence and wrath. If they had told us the world will make us prisoners of our homes, we would have laughed at the face of such a predicament. We would have continue to enjoy our travels and lifestyles without a care in the world. But...this pandemic has put paid to all the little pleasures of life we once took for granted. We are now painfully aware of how transient life is when as little as one touch can send you to an early grave! Where one simple hug can leave you fighting for your life a few weeks after. Where you cannot shake hands like before because it can make you a patient in a hospital. Where you cannot touch anything freely anymore without sanitizing your hands after because you do not know who touched it before you. Even the simplest acts have to be managed with minute details because we fight a virus that though cannot be seen, the ignorance of its dictates can be deadly!

Many people, loved ones, friends and family have been victims of this deadly disease and its presence still looms larger than life as we speak. If it is even more heartbreaking is the amount of lives lost at the time, not just the virus but also to the sting of death by other causes. Many beautiful souls have departed which have shaken us to our bone marrows leaving us bewildered by knocking the winds off our sails. Some were old and others, painfully young. Many tears have been shed this year but it is even more painful during this pandemic because we seem to be reminded more about how transient life really is before, of the frailty of life.

But - rather than live in constant fear, rather than worry about what is in store for us in these frightening times - we seek solace in the words of the wise and pray for them as they wait in God's bosom. We should channel our energy in being grateful for His grace and mercy for keeping us alive. May the souls of our dearly departed continue to Rest In Peace. Rather than be a patient, please be patient and stay safe!
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POLKA DOTS
NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE

Polka dots are like a fashion boomerang: they always come back around. Often associated with 50s rockabilly and cultural icons like Rosie the Riveter and Minnie Mouse, the print is favoured for its vintage vibes and whimsical look. The fun print has stood the test of time, enjoying a constant spot in every fashion lover's wardrobe.

On the opposite page:

In a world where women have to be slightly curvy or reed-thin to be termed attractive, it can be quite challenging to find fashion tips if you are a voluptuous or an ample bodied woman. Most times, plus size ladies have to think outside the box and be confident enough to dictate their own sense of style regardless of the images society throws at them as 'acceptable'.

If you haven't got a polka piece, you should get one as the trend adds a playful element to your real-life wardrobes. Wear them small or big on a clean silhouette and make a bold unpologetic statement!

White shirts may seem plain and simple but they're the sort of basics you need in your wardrobe for all seasons. Be it a formal occasion or a casual day-out, a white shirt can transform any kind of outfit. For a lunch date, it will make you look casually cool. During a job interview, it will make you look professional. You can use the same white shirt and style in such creative ways that will make your fashion look over angelic and make a bold statement to the world.

In this edition, Stella Uzo shows us how to get the most out of this basic piece. 

Embrace Your Curves

In a world where women have to be slightly curvy or reed-thin to be termed attractive, it can be quite challenging to find fashion tips if you are a voluptuous or an ample bodied women. Most times, plus size ladies have to think outside the box and be confident enough to dictate their own sense of style regardless of size. You just have to know what best suits your figure and you wear it well.

Fashion rules

With Light Hues

With a statement jacket

With a classic white shirt

With a bustier and a skirt

With a statement jacket

Stella Uzo shows us how to get the most out of this basic piece.

White shirts may seem plain and simple but they're the sort of basics you need in your wardrobe for all seasons. Be it a formal occasion or a casual day-out, a white shirt can transform any kind of outfit. For a lunch date, it will make you look casualy cool. During a job interview, it will make you look professional. You can use the same white shirt and style in such creative ways that will make your fashion look over angelic and make a bold statement to the world.

In this edition, Stella Uzo shows us how to get the most out of this basic piece.

White shirts may seem plain and simple but they're the sort of basics you need in your wardrobe for all seasons. Be it a formal occasion or a casual day-out, a white shirt can transform any kind of outfit. For a lunch date, it will make you look casually cool. During a job interview, it will make you look professional. You can use the same white shirt and style in such creative ways that will make your fashion look over angelic and make a bold statement to the world.

In this edition, Stella Uzo shows us how to get the most out of this basic piece.

White shirts may seem plain and simple but they're the sort of basics you need in your wardrobe for all seasons. Be it a formal occasion or a casual day-out, a white shirt can transform any kind of outfit. For a lunch date, it will make you look casually cool. During a job interview, it will make you look professional. You can use the same white shirt and style in such creative ways that will make your fashion look over angelic and make a bold statement to the world.

In this edition, Stella Uzo shows us how to get the most out of this basic piece.
WEARING THE NEWS

Newspaper-style prints have started taking over our Instagram feeds as some of the biggest fashion bloggers and influencers swap their animal-print midi skirts for clothes and accessories with words typed all over them. From tops to dresses, blazers to trousers, the trendy print is cropping up everywhere this summer as the fashion-forward turn their attention away from the old news of florals and leopard print and onto the more graphic pattern.

BY USIADU ISSOMA

Is there anything ITUEN BASI can’t pull off? Delivering once again with a laudable take on the trend, the fashion designer has made several creations for a warm summer evening. Here and other similar creations by other designers put an eclectic twist on the classic black and white hasi we often see.

By MIKE NWOFOR

Ticking off the trend in this newspaper butterfly dress teamed with a busy pair of sandal heels. Keeping the outfit beautiful and colourful, her style is unique and eye catching.

By JULIETTE FOXX

Here, JULIETTE FOXX has paired her fitted mini newspaper printed dress with an oversized neon colour newspaper blazer giving it a dreamy scenic view.

If you’re looking for an evening piece that tackles the print with a graphic, this IQUO UKOH dress is all you need. The white kicks straight from the 60s lend a futuristic finish that were totally here for.

Not everyone’s keeping it subtle though. Stylist and fashion influencer YVONNE NWOSU killed the look with a long-sleeved newspaper printed top and leather newspaper skirt giving it that sleek effortless look.

You can style up your jumpsuit newspaper print with neutral colour strap heels that matches the colour in your outfit for that business-casual media meeting.
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If you’re looking for an evening piece that tackles the print with a graphic, this IQUO UKOH dress is all you need. The white kicks straight from the 60s lend a futuristic finish that we’re totally here for.

You can style up your jumpsuit newspaper print with neutral colour strap heels that matches the colour in your outfit for that business-casual media meeting.

You can style up your jumpsuit newspaper print with neutral colour strap heels that matches the colour in your outfit for that business-casual media meeting.
Tell me a bit about your background in filmmaking and how you got started with STREAMOVG.

I started young. My sisters and I started a magazine when we were 13. It’s always been part of my identity. I have Tufts University, it’s a very academic school. My sisters and I started a magazine when we were kids. We used to do stories for news coverage and interviews with global leaders. I used to do documentaries over the summers. I worked in Hollywood over the summers. I worked on ‘110 Million’, a film for Chris Robinson and Benny Boom. I also worked at Atlantic Records, I used to pick up everything I could. I have always been a dreamer. I was always supported by my peers. But my parents didn’t support me, but my peers didn’t.

Where do you think the streaming market is headed? Do you think it will eventually take over network TV?

I think that it will definitely take over network TV. There’s a strong movement towards on-demand content. The streaming platforms are growing, and people are more interested in watching shows and movies on their own terms. The actual vision of fine art, filmmaking, traditional and new media, is amazing. It’s a time of change. The world is going through a transition. The actual vision of fine art, filmmaking, traditional and new media, is amazing. It’s a time of change. The world is going through a transition.

How can we access StreamOVG? Is it only on major streaming platforms?

Yes, it’s available on all major streaming platforms. It’s a subscription-based model. The platform is designed to provide a rich multimedia experience for users. We have a unique blend of entertainment, news, and cultural insights. Our content focuses on West African culture and its diverse contributions to global society.

What are some challenges you encountered?

Some of the challenges I encountered include the lack of financial support, the lack of access to high-quality equipment, and the lack of recognition for my work. I have to fight for every project I work on. I have to prove myself consistently. I have to prove myself consistently.

Tell me about StreamOVG, how does it differ from other streaming platforms?

StreamOVG is a platform that focuses on West African history, business, politics and culture. It’s a unique platform that showcases the rich cultural heritage of the region. We have a unique blend of entertainment, news, and cultural insights. Our content focuses on West African culture and its diverse contributions to global society.

Can you share any advice you have for aspiring filmmakers?

Yes, I would advise aspiring filmmakers to stay true to their vision and never give up on their dreams. It’s a tough industry, but it’s also a rewarding one. Keep working hard, keep learning, and keep building your network. And most importantly, have fun with what you do.

How do you think the streaming market will evolve in the future?

I think that the streaming market will continue to evolve and become more diverse. We will see more niche platforms emerge, catering to specific audiences. We will also see more diversity in content, with more stories from underrepresented communities.

What do you think the future of streaming will look like?

I think that streaming will become even more ubiquitous. We will see more integration with technology, such as virtual and augmented reality. I think that streaming will continue to revolutionize the way we consume media.
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HRM OBA SAHEED ELEGUSHI
A KING’S TAKE ON COVID 19
Being one of the youngest reigning monarchs in Nigeria, His Royal Majesty, Alajejura Oba Saheed Ademola Elegushi (Kusenla III) of Ikate-Elegushi Kingdom, who succeeded his late father, Oba Yekini Adeniyi Elegushi (Kusenla II) at the age of 34, is undoubtedly a force to reckon with when it comes to the ongoing discourse and requisite leadership in Lagos State. April 27th, 2020 would have been exactly 10 years since he ascended the Ikate-Elegushi throne and what a ground-breaking celebration it would have been had it not been halted by the global COVID-19 pandemic and the need to adhere to lockdown and social distancing orders. In this interview with AZUKA OGJIURA, His Royal Majesty talks about his experiences and achievements so far having trapped a decade on the throne, how he is helping the Lagos State government flatten the curve the virus, the lessons for everyone during this pandemic amongst other things.

Your Highness, it's your 10th year coronation anniversary. How do you feel about not being able to celebrate this milestone because of the Coronavirus that is threatening the world's peace?

Thank you. Firstly, I have to give thanks to the Almighty God. 10 years on the throne has been taxing. From the days of beginning, the month of April should have been a month of celebration for me because April 10th is my birthday and the 27th of the same month, the date of my coronation. I cannot question God and I have given all I have to Him for still keeping us alive till this day. When there is life, there is hope. I had a celebration at a later date but for now, staying alive is what is important for everyone.

Have you had any close persons affected by the virus?

Surprisingly, yes! It is strange that some people (Nigerians) don’t believe that COVID-19 is real. These part few weeks, we have heard so many controversies, conspiracy theories and all of the SS Phrenics. But people must know that covid-19 is real.

A friend tested positive for Covid 19, together with his family. They were isolated at one of the facilities and treated. To God be the Glory and kudos to the health workers, they are on our prayer list.

What is your view on how Lagos state has been doing in the face of the pandemic and the support from the banks that are also building isolation centres to support the state?

I think it is my choice from birth, the gods have blessed me with this ability,

A King what does style mean to you?

I believe in cleanliness whether what we're wearing is expensive or not: just look neat and come out as a man. Growing up, with the little I had, I was always neat. I can remember back then when we used to travel to London, it would cost about £100.00 You have to do the conversion in Naira (laugh). But style for me is inborn. If you have money and you don't have style, you may not like it. Style for me is also your attitude. Everything you adorn will portray that.

Is that why they call you Oba-Gucci?

No! (Laughter) It is because of my sameness, excellence and the wealth that I have which I choose to highlight. I am a bold person, I have never been short of confidence. I have never been short of belief. I don't think I have to prove anything to anyone.

Why is White a favourite colour with Obas?

It is a mix of my choice from birth. I always want to be in white. I don't even feel comfortable in others colours.

You were once Asiwaju Ahmed Bola Tinubu’s PA: How do you see him today as a strong leader in the Yoruba land?

Working with Asiwaju and learning from him has taught me patience, no business or achieve what you set out to do. So we continue to preach the message to enlighten them.

During this lockdown, people are not allowed to go out. Some have lost their jobs. Are you also involved in sharing palliatives?

We have an initiative called Care, we have a Care Team which does an outreach programme on the 11th of every month where we give out about 500 bags of food per month to various communities in Lagos State. I am also a Patron of many societies and I continue to support their activities at this time.

So what is your general view on COVID-19 and what lessons do you think it must have taught everyone?

I pray it doesn't take to long to end but maybe for the people and 3 years. It is only when you are alive that you can set goals, do something about our healthcare system in Nigeria. The Elegushi kingdom which you are living in is a tourist haven, how have you managed the tourism sector?

The Elegushi beach is being managed by our Development Committee. I can't say this beach is mine but I usually engage them in discussion, where we exchange ideas. They share their vision and I also share mine and we all agree on the best way to move the place forward and also make it conducive for those living around that area.

You have two wives, can you tell us a bit about them?

Firstly, I have to give praise to God for my first wife, Olori Salma. We met at school and lived 19 days at the University, when we had no idea what the future held. I was at LASU, she was in UNILAG. She was supportive from the beginning, I remember my father refused to allow me to take a car to school then. He insisted I must face my studies instead. But her own dad gave her a car to Unilag, so she will give her car to cruise around town now.

During that time, we were working at Ogunlana police station, and when they did, things turned around for us. God has been good to us, he is the one that made me marry at that time. Whatever he gives, he will give. The first lady, she is a very sweet lady. We started during our school days, we have been married for 16 years and she has been a rock to me.

I have a second wife, Olori Sekinat. We started during our school days, we have been married for 16 years and she has been a rock to me.

What does is your general view on COVID-19 and what lessons do you think it must have taught everyone?

As a young man with many ladies seeking your attention, one may not be quick to take a pandemic, with support from the private sector, to take the responsibility of management. I am a person that is always on their on-going efforts and also solicited our support in carrying the messages of government to our people.

As a responsible Royal father how have you been able to sensitize those who break the rules during covid-19 lockdown?

The Nigerian issue is a very complex one, even before COVID-19.

People feel that their survival is more important that staying at home. But we continue to educate them and we shall not stop doing this. We are also advising them that they are more important than their personal freedoms.
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TO MAKE POST COVID

BY FUNKE BAKES-KUFUJE

SKIN MYTHS

YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

TO MAKE POST COVID

BY IDOMA UEJADE

Myth 1: Sunscreen is only for sunny days.
No matter the weather, sun rays will still reach the skin, and even on cloudy days, skin is still exposed to sun’s effects.

Myth 2: Your skin will age in the same way as your parent’s.
Your skin ageing is determined not in the way your skin looks, but your skin health, and healthy skin directly influences the way your skin ages. And your skin is exactly the same size it always was.

Myth 3: The higher the level of SPF, the better it protects your skin.
When it comes to the topic of sunscreens, we definitely hear talk about SPF (Sun Protection Factor). It’s believed that the skin begins to get tanned in just 20 minutes after sun exposure. To prevent this happening, you need a protective sunscreen with SPF. Here are several types of SPF, 15, 30, and 50, which mean approximately the following: SPF 15 will protect the skin for 150 minutes; SPF 30 for 300 minutes; SPF 50 for 500 minutes; but this does not mean that you need SPF 50. Such thinking – like the more, better – is not working here. Dermatologists recommend the ideal medium number of SPF 30.

Myth 4: Shaving can make hair grow back thicker.
You can be surprised, but shaving itself does not encourage growth or thickness. However, an optical illusion that you might have noticed when your shaving process is freshly growing from the skin and can simply explain the illusion. The reason is exactly the same size it always was.

Myth 5: Expensive skin care products are better than cheaper ones.
Researchers have found out that the more expensive the product, the better its quality. Expensive products actually might have more effective and exclusive ingredients, and luxuries. But it is always true, and in particular, when it comes to skin care products. Look at one example, such as Retinol. Dermatologists all over the world recommend it as one of the most effective anti-ageing ingredients. This substance has the potential to make your skin healthier, hydrated, and moisturised, it is important to use products with hyaluronic acid, vitamin B-ceramides, that you can confirm in traditional Chinese medicine.

Myth 6: Eating sweet and oily foods can cause acne breakouts.
There is absolutely no evidence that some specific foods can cause acne. The truth is acne can be caused by many factors, and acne is the only layer that is secreted by the skin itself.
HOW TO DO THE FOX EYE MAKEUP TREND

While we’ll always have a special place in our hearts for the classic cat eye trend, a new make up has been taking the beauty world by storm: fox eye! You may have stumbled upon the fox eye trend while scrolling through your Instagram feed, or perhaps you heard about the viral fox eye challenge on TikTok. Whatever your source, we’re sure you’re itching to give it a try for yourself. Well, you’ve come to the right place, because we’re sharing just how to do the fox eye makeup trend.

1. PRIME YOUR EYES
As with any eye makeup look, it’s important to start with a primer. Smooth eye primer onto your lids for even, long-lasting application.

2. COLOR YOUR LIDS
Like we said, fox eye makeup is all about your liner and lashes, so you’ll want to keep your eyeshadow to a minimum. In fact, you can forego it altogether by simply applying a matte concealer to your lids.

3. LINE YOUR EYES
When it comes to fox eye makeup, your eyeliner will be the center of the look. But what makes this look different is it’s a wing that is both super big but should extend outward and upward to give the eyes a more lifted appearance. Normally would. The bottom line of the flick should connect to your lower lash line, and then hit the edge of your lash line, wing your eyeliner, but place it lower than you at the beginning and gradually thickening it ever so slightly as you reach the outer outlined “V.” Continue the line along your upper lash line, keeping the line very thin at your wing.

4. PROTECT YOUR THROATS from the harsh harmful UV rays by using sunscreen throughout the year.

5. MOISTURIZING properties help maintain soft and younger-looking skin. Mix 2 tablespoons of coconut oil and 1 tablespoon of lemon juice, apply this on your inner thighs, and massage gently for 10 minutes. Wait another 5 minutes, then rinse it off with warm water. Repeat 2 or 3 times a week.

6. REMEDIES TO LIGHTEN DARK INNER THIGHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REMEDIES</th>
<th>HOW TO APPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aloe vera</td>
<td>Apply on the darkened thighs. Allow the juice to dry and wash off with water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmeric</td>
<td>Rub the paste off with wet fingers using circular motions. Rinse your thighs with warm water. Do this 2 to 3 times a week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baking soda</td>
<td>Combine 2 tablespoons of sugar, 1 tablespoon of baking soda, and 1 tablespoon of honey. Apply it on the darkened thighs. Wash off with water once it is completely dry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogurt</td>
<td>Mix 2 spoons of turmeric and add some yogurt to a bowl. Apply it on your inner thighs. Allow the juice to dry and wash off with water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumbers</td>
<td>Grind the dried peels of 10 cucumbers that help get rid of dead or dry skin. Mix 1 spoon of honey with 1 tablespoon of coarsely powdered almonds and 1 tablespoon of milk powder. Apply it on your thighs for 20 minutes, then rinse it off with lukewarm water. Do this once daily.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. EYEBROW RIGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EYEBROW RIGHT</th>
<th>HOW TO APPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grow longer and thicker</td>
<td>For long and defined lashes, use a clean mascara wand to apply castor oil to the base of the lashes to help them grow longer and thicker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get rid of excess oil, perspiration and dirt</td>
<td>For daily use, add 1 teaspoon of honey to 1 tablespoon of egg white and mix well. Apply this paste to your face and wash it off after 20 minutes, then rinse it off with warm water.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. LIP OFFICE
Keep your lips healthy, soft, and smooth. Mix 1 tablespoon of coconut oil and 1 tablespoon of lemon juice, apply this on your lips at bedtime, and you will notice the lips become soft and smooth.

9. ROSE & SHOES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROSE &amp; SHOES</th>
<th>HOW TO APPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rose and shoes</td>
<td>Mix 2 cups of rose petals and 1 cup of rose oil. Apply this oil on your feet and wash it off after 20 minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. REMEDIES TO LIGHTEN DARK INNER THIGHS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REMEDIES</th>
<th>HOW TO APPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coconut Oil</td>
<td>Coconut oil also helps tighten hyperpigmentation and revitalizes the skin. Plus, it’s antioxidant and moisturizing properties help maintain soft and younger-looking skin. Mix 2 tablespoons of coconut oil and 1 tablespoon of lemon juice, apply this on your inner thighs, and massage gently for 10 minutes. Wait another 5 minutes, then rinse it off with warm water. Repeat 2 or 3 times a week.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. LEARN MORE
Keep them neat with a spoolie brush.

12. TIP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIP</th>
<th>HOW TO APPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For longer lashes, use a clean mascara wand to apply castor oil to the base of the lashes to help them grow longer and thicker.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix 1 tablespoon of honey with 1 tablespoon of lemon juice, apply this solution on your inner thighs, and massage gently for 10 minutes. Wait another 5 minutes, then rinse it off with warm water.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The PERFECT MAKEUP Capsule Collection

We’re already huge fans of a capsule wardrobe here - a selection of items that mix and match together to create a cohesive look without having to choose all at the same time. And we realized this exact principle could be applied to your makeup collection. So, here we are: a capsule makeup collection that works for pretty much anyone’s needs, whether it’s going into an office every day, wanting some nighttime looks, or if you just wear makeup for special occasions. These products work together beautifully to create whatever look you can imagine.

A capsule collection provides the perfect opportunity to gather your beauty essentials and Figure 1.

Foundation

A good foundation is exactly what it says - a staple for your entire makeup collection. A good one isn’t just nice to have; it’s necessary. Makeup is only as good as the base underneath, so take your time trying different formulas and discovering what works best for you. Use a primer before you get your foundation. If you’re trying to get your beauty routine straight out the gate, consider mixing a moisturizer with your foundation. A natural, satin finish is always a good way to go, because it can be sheered out when mixed with a moisturizer. A matte finish is also a great way to go, because you can powder it down to make it matte or wear it with a glowy primer and extra highlighter to get a dewy finish.

Concealer

Finding a concealer that works for you is the key to having a smooth, even complexion. A concealer that’s too light will clog your pores, lead to breakouts, or slide around your face all day long. A really good moisturizer can be a great primer for concealer with very dry skin, but something that prépares the se of your makeup while helping your foundation to look even better is the key in our book.

Primer

Primer creates a barrier between your skin and any base products, making it less likely those products will clog your pores, lead to breakouts, or slide around your face all day long. A really good moisturizer can be a great primer for anyone with very dry skin, but something that prépares the se of your makeup while helping your foundation to look even better is the key in our book.

Blush

Blush is a staple in many people’s beauty routines. It makes you look alive and gives you a natural flush to your cheeks. There are so many blush formulas on the market. We’re already huge fans of a capsule makeup collection. So, here we are: a capsule makeup collection that works for pretty much anyone’s needs, whether it’s going into an office every day, wanting some nighttime looks, or if you just wear makeup for special occasions.

Setting Spray

Keep a setting spray in your arsenal for long wear, long hours, and hot days. It will keep your makeup in place, but make sure it’s not too drying. A setting spray with a skin-loving formula can help you achieve the perfect look while keeping your skin hydrated.

Eyeshadow Palette

A good eyeshadow palette will have a variety of shades to create different looks. This is a versatile makeup collection that it’s a good idea to invest in. Having a basic set of makeup brushes will get you started on the journey to creating the perfect look. With thousands of formulas out there, there are a lot of products that you can choose from. So, you’ll also need something for the base underneath, an eye pigment. It’s important to choose what you’ll use with your eyeshadow, whether it’s a highlighter or a lip balm. A lip balm is a must for anyone - beauty lover or not. Dry, crusty lips obviously don’t look great and they don’t feel so good either.

Lipstick

Having the perfect nude lipstick that goes with every outfit is a must. Although it’s not a necessity, if you love fun lip colours or want your lip colour to be really long-lasting, invest in a neutral lip liner. Eyeshadow Palette

A good eyeshadow palette will have a variety of shades to create different looks. This is a versatile makeup collection that it’s a good idea to invest in. Having a basic set of makeup brushes will get you started on the journey to creating the perfect look. With thousands of formulas out there, there are a lot of products that you can choose from. So, you’ll also need something for the base underneath, an eye pigment. It’s important to choose what you’ll use with your eyeshadow, whether it’s a highlighter or a lip balm. A lip balm is a must for anyone - beauty lover or not. Dry, crusty lips obviously don’t look great and they don’t feel so good either.

Lip Gloss

A few years back, we probably wouldn’t have this on the list, but lip gloss has come back in a big way. Many are drawn to the softness and shine of lip gloss, but there are many more intense, liquid matte lipsticks of most of the 20s. Setting Spray

Keep a setting spray in your arsenal for special events, long hours, and hot days. A good setting spray will make your makeup last longer while setting it down and getting rid of a powder-y finish.

Brush Set

Having a basic set of makeup brushes will get you started on the journey to creating basically every look you can imagine. Once you have a basic set, you can add on as you need - a small stipple brush for cream blush here, a smudger eyeliner brush there. Brushes are certainly an area of your makeup collection that it’s a good idea to invest in.
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